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Chris Gerben 
 

Fair  Use  and  Feminist  Critique:  That’swhatshesaid’s 
(Copyright)  Commentary 
 
Fifty-nine backers donated over $4,100 to amplify actress Erin Pike and screenwriter 
Courtney Meaker’s Kickstarter campaign that claimed, “Theatre has a big, patriarchy-shaped 
problem.” The campaign, launched in late 2015, helped the duo (along with director 
HATLO) fund an experimental, one-woman theatrical piece in early 2016. Though the run 
only lasted four nights in the 50-seat Gay City Arts’ Calamus Auditorium (within Seattle’s 
LGBTQ center), That’swhatshesaid aimed to begin a very public conversation exploring the 
questions: 
 

Take a look at any large, established theatre's current season of work-- how 
many of their plays/musicals are written by women? How many female 
characters does each play/musical feature? Of the female characters 
presented, how many are integral to the plot? Are they integral to the plot 
because of their relationship to a man? What qualities do the female 
characters have? Are they complex? Stereotypical? Boring? (Pike) 

 
While the play most certainly addressed such questions—and according to its first full review 
in Seattle’s free weekly The Stranger (headed by Dan Savage), it likewise successfully 
highlighted “paradoxical gender stereotypes” within scripts that display “subtle misogyny” 
(Smith “Erin Pike”)—the piece’s creators did not expect to begin a different kind of 
conversation: about copyright, fair use, theft, and censorship.  
 
 The piece’s source material came from the 11 most-produced plays during the 2014-
15 season as reported by American Theatre. That’swhatshesaid mined this material for only the 
lines and stage directions written for women. The result was a two-act play looking at how 
the most popular plays in America implicitly silence, demean, or otherwise complicate 
women’s role in theatre. In same cases, the most-produced plays don’t even include women 
at all: one play (Matthew Lopez’s The Whipping Man) contains no female parts, and so was 
referenced by Pike onstage (she furiously reads through the 72-page script to no avail), but 
never directly quoted. 
 
 What was quoted, however, became the catalyst for brief, but no less dramatic, legal 
threats volleyed at the show’s creators. Just before the curtain went up for the second of 
four scheduled shows, Gay City received a cease and desist letter regarding Joshua Harmon’s 
Bad Jews. Shortly thereafter, Pike received a threatening voicemail from a Samuel French 
executive claiming that the production was “illegal,” and that if the remaining shows went on 
as planned, the licensing team would go after Gay City Arts (Garnett). 
 
 Feeling surprised by the threat, and protective of their venue, the show’s creators 
reacted quickly. Most importantly, the show went on as scheduled, both that night, and for 
the following two. But there were two important changes amended to the original 
production (still just a day old): all of the stage directions and speaking lines from Bad Jews 
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were redacted (Pike still silently pantomimed the actions on stage, but an off-stage voice 
shouted out “Redacted!”); and before Pike entered for the first time, a lone male voice was 
played over the theatre’s loudspeakers—the threatening male voice recorded directly from 
Pike’s personal voicemail. The audience was now complicit in seeing an “illegal” production. 
 
 But was it? Hyperbolic threats aside, copyright law makes up our country’s most 
important pieces of intellectual property legislation. Copyright creates virtual monopolies for 
(arguably) brief periods of time, allowing authors to retain intellectual and financial 
strongholds on their works and consequent authorship and ownership rights. 
That’swhatshesaid was accused of breaking copyright law by literally lifting exact wording from 
ten plays. Though the initial Stranger review referenced the play as “collage” and “critique” 
(Smith “Erin Pike”), the use of other playwrights’ work in this new work was never debated. 
 
 What was debated, of course, was whether or not this use constituted “fair” use or 
not. At times described as a defense or a right, fair use acts a counterargument to copyright’s 
potentially blunt granting of monopolies. Though there is no single application of fair use as 
a defense, it is generally described using the four factor test: (1) the purpose of the use, such 
as whether it is for commercial or educational use; (2) the nature of the work; (3) the amount 
of the work used; and, (4) the effect on the original, particularly how the original’s (financial) 
monopoly may or may not be affected.  
 
 That’swhatshesaid was quickly represented by pro bono council who replied to the 
threats within a week of their reception. According to a letter sent to Samuel French, the 
third factor clearly played into the trio’s defense: only small portions of the original plays 
were lifted (the most quoted, Bad Jews, represented 894 quoted words, while Stephen 
Sondheim’s Into the Woods was represented by just 70 words). More importantly, according to 
the response, the work was transformative, fitting firmly within the first of the four factors 
used in fair use determination (Smith “That’swhatshesaid”). 
 
 The play’s attorney, Jeff Nelson, took aim at this first factor not just by referring to 
the new work as parody or critique, but as commentary for “drawing attention to the 
underrepresentation of women in American theater at every level” (qtd. in Smith 
“That’swhatshesaid”). The play, then, is explicitly a critique on the patriarchy and hegemony 
of contemporary theatre, and because of that, according to Nelson, “Continued threats 
against its performance serve no purpose except to further underappreciate the value of 
women in theater—the very wrong this work seeks to correct” (qtd. in Smith 
“That’swhatshesaid). 
 
 It’s within this frame that That’swhatshesaid comes to represent not just a critique of 
women’s place in American theatre, but women’s current and historical place in authorship 
and ownership studies. The play accomplishes this by creating a collage of representations, 
including myriad portrayals of women as sex objects, emotional beings, victims, or being 
silenced altogether. According to playwright Courtney Meaker, “This is a play about all of 
these plays together, and what they say as a collective whole about where we are in the 
American theatre scene” (qtd. in Serratorre). 
 
 This focus, not on an individual play or playwright, but a “collective whole,” is what 
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gives this incident such an interesting feminist wrinkle. That’swhatshesaid’s defense against the 
fourth factor of fair use is that their piece in no way jeopardizes the original works. Their 
critique is aimed not at individuals, but at an entire system that they see as detrimental to 
women’s place in both the theatre and society at large. As a result, though they admit to 
using verbatim quotes from copyrighted works, they believe that their deconstruction and 
recontexualization constitutes not just a transformative work, but one that transcends the 
original works in isolation. In many ways, their work has allowed them to talk back to the 
culture that produced and supported the most-produced plays in the first place. And to shut 
down such dialogue is the very definition of censorship (and perhaps misogynistic silencing 
of women.) 
 
 Since the play was produced for four nights in Seattle in early 2016 it has not run 
again. Though the producers had hoped to distribute video of the play online, the threat 
from Samuel French and two other parties achieved its aim of silencing this particular 
avenue of dissemination. No apparent action has come of the original threats, but that by no 
means translates to the show’s saga being over. After all, Pike and Meaker consistently stated 
before and after the play that they hoped the staging would produce and sustain a 
“conversation” about the role of women in theatre. 
 
 On her personal blog, Meaker—who is now pursuing an MFA at the Iowa Writers’ 
Workshop—claimed success, if only indirectly: “I’m happy to say that I know [our original 
questions about female roles in theatre] are being discussed at certain season planning 
meetings, but we still have a lot of male heavy seasons not just in terms of playwrights, but 
also subject matter. We can and should do better.” Within the same blog entry, Meaker also 
makes reference to the copyright ramifications of her journey. But, perhaps not surprisingly, 
that doesn’t seem to interest her as much as the issues at hand concerning feminist critique 
of the “patriarch-shaped problem.” 
 
 Despite Meaker’s cause for optimism, the small uproar over this production seems to 
have quieted a year after the fact. Just the same, the debate that this production raised over 
copyright and fair use (especially for feminist critiques of male-dominated texts) continues to 
echo. A casual web search for That’swhatshesaid reveals more supporters than critics of the 
women at the heart of the copyright controversy. 
 
 Perhaps no support rings more clearly across time than one from attorney Elizabeth 
Russell who wrote a blog post just days after the initial cease and desist letter. In it, she 
argues that the show’s producers were more than likely covered by fair use. Most memorably 
though, Russell reminded her readers, and anyone interested in this particular case, that “fair 
use is like a muscle. If we don’t exercise it when doing so is appropriate, it will atrophy and 
go away. And that would defeat its purpose, which is to preserve the constitutional balance 
between the rights of authors and the rights of the public to a rich domain of cultural 
material.” 
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